In 2013-14, the NASPA Foundation invested nearly $50,000 in the student affairs profession.

Student affairs professionals are more informed because of the research we publish. The NASPA Annual Conference is more accessible because of the scholarships we award. Outstanding student affairs professionals are celebrated because of the awards we confer.

All of this success is thanks to you, our donors.

Gifts to the Foundation come back to the profession in the form of awards, scholarships and grants. Every gift, no matter the size, directly translates into more research and scholarship funding for the profession! Thank you for making a world of difference.

Frank Ardaiolo, NASPA Foundation Board Chair

I received the Ruth Strang Research Award in 2013 for my research on college women and leadership. The award affirmed my research agenda and encouraged me tremendously, providing encouragement and affirmation that I can do important and useful work in the research arena in Student Affairs. Kandy Mink Salas, Azusa Pacific University

The NASPA Foundation gave me an opportunity to experience the incredible student affairs community as a graduate student—not just through attending the conference, but also through having the chance to meet some of the most influential professionals in the field.

Kevin Valliere, St. John’s University

www.naspa.org/foundation
**With your help, we were able to:**

**ENCOURAGE** evidence based high-impact research, scholarship, and practice through Channing Briggs Small Grants

**DISSEMINATE** high level research-into-practice knowledge through underwriting NASPA’s *5 Things Briefs*

**CELEBRATE** twelve outstanding Student Affairs professionals as Pillars of the Profession, and honor a Blackburn Distinguished Pillar of the Profession

**HONOR** the Melvene D. Hardee Dissertation of the Year winner and runner-up with cash awards

**PRESEVERE** history as the major underwriter of the Student Affairs Archives at Bowling Green State University

**ADVANCE** a NASPA member with a Zenobia Hikes scholarship to attend the Alice Manicur Symposium

**UPLIFT** four graduate students as Rhatigan Fellows, with scholarship support to attend the NASPA Annual Conference

**AWARD** a stipend to the winner of the annual Robert H. Shaffer Award for Academic Excellence as a Graduate Faculty Member

**CONFER** Capstone Awards on colleagues retiring from our profession

**PARTNER** with the Center for Women to grant the Ruth Strang Research Award

**SUPPORT** the NASPA Undergraduate Fellows Program (NUFP) in creating GRE scholarships for NUFP Fellows

---

**Scholarships, Grants and Awards**

- **2012-13**: ~$40,000
- **2013-14**: ~$50,000

**Donors**

- **2012-13**: ~600
- **2013-14**: ~700

**Annual Gifts and New Pledges**

- **2012-13**: ~$40,000
- **2013-14**: ~$70,000

The Foundation also receives revenue from other sources, including special events and previous pledge commitments.